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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Weightage for a bunch of 4 questions is 1'

1. The tag used to create a line break with in a block of text it - 

-
2. <img> element rnust carry attribute indicating the source of the image.

3. -- object contains lot of information about the browser and operating

system in which it is running'

4. The use of the floor(x) method of Math object is 
--- 

(W'=1)

5. The pHp string function to find the position of first occurrence of a string is

6. is the comparison operator in PHP that evaluates to TRUE if the

two operands have the same value and are the same typq'

7. CGI standsfor---
8. 'Face' is the attribute of 

- 

tag. (W=1)

. SECTION - B

* . Answeranyfive questions. Weightage 1 foreach'

9. Write the sytax of for each loop in PHP.

10. write PHP string function to find the first occurrence of a string'

P.T.O.
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11. Write the use of <sup> and <sub> etement.

12. what is the use of colspan attribute of the table tag ?

13. what is the purpose of the 'art' attribute of the .img, element ?

14. Explain the function of action attribute of <form> element.

15. Explain the usage of switch condition statement in Javgscript.

16. How can you create a check box controlto an HTML form ? (5x1= 5)

SECTION _ C

Answer any five questions. Weightage 2 for each.

17. Explain the definition list with example.

18. Write the three types of text input used on forms.

19. Explain Numeric arrayand associative array in php.

20. Explain Php functions with exampte.

21. Write the alert box, prompt box, confirm box in Javascript with suitable example.

22. Explain the Javascript string object.

23. Explain client - server model.

24. Howform datas are encoded and decoded in cGl ? (5x2= le)

SECTION _ D

Answer any one question. Weightage 4 for each.
Maximum weighted grade point: 4 (weight) .1 (question)* 4 (Maximum Gp) = 16.

25. Explain HTML anchors and links in detailwith all of its attributes
t

26. Describe the conditionaf and looping statements in Javascript. (1x4 = 4)


